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What's New in the?

With Drawtify Logo Maker & Animator
you can easily create, edit, and export your
own logos and animations, without having
to spend hours on trial and error, nor
having to understand the inner workings of
a complicated interface. With the
software’s intuitive interface, you will find
that creating a new project is a simple
affair, by simply adding layers to the
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canvas, which will arrange a collection of
features, text, images, etc, in a pleasing
layout, automatically. Add objects of your
choice, which will add the desired
character to your logo, together with a wide
range of animation options, in an effortless
manner. Once the work has been finished,
you can easily export the project in a well-
optimized variety of formats, from a single
image in a high resolution to a detailed
vector graphics. Some of the app’s features
include: Design options: - Design your
project, easily creating and adding layers
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of objects, one by one. - Easily add a large
variety of design elements, like text,
gradients, borders, and borders. - You can
easily design complex logos, with a number
of text layers, backgrounds, arrows, lines,
and a variety of shapes. - Add images, for a
more compelling logo. - Adjust the color
of individual elements, to get the desired
look. - Easily change the order of layers,
for creating more complex projects. - Add
shadows, gradients, and reflections, to
visually elevate your project. - Easily
change the colors, textures, and shadows of
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individual objects. Animated options: -
Easily animate all of your elements, with a
large number of built-in options, such as: -
Easily animate text on the fly, for
producing dynamic logos. - Easily animate
images, for adding more dimension to your
logos. - Easily animate borders, gradients,
and shadows. - Easily animate borders, for
adding more dimension to your logos. -
Easily animate borders, for adding more
dimension to your logos. - Easily animate
borders, for adding more dimension to
your logos. - Easily animate borders, for
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adding more dimension to your logos. -
Easily animate shapes, for adding more
dimension to your logos. - Easily animate
text on the fly, for producing dynamic
logos. - Easily animate text on the fly, for
producing dynamic logos. - Easily animate
text on the fly, for producing dynamic
logos. - Easily animate text on the fly, for
producing dynamic logos. - Easily animate
text on the fly, for producing dynamic
logos. - Easily animate text on the fly, for
producing dynamic logos. - Easily animate
text on the fly, for producing dynamic
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logos. - Easily animate text on the fly, for
producing dynamic logos
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1
Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1 Processor:
Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or higher / AMD
Athlon XP 3200+ or higher Intel Core 2
Duo 2.0 GHz or higher / AMD Athlon XP
3200+ or higher Memory: 1GB RAM 1GB
RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600
GT or ATI Radeon HD3850 or higher
NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT or ATI
Radeon HD3850 or higher Hard Disk:
25GB free
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